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Drain flies are not just annoying little creatures, however if one doesn’t do away with them, they can multiply to
excellent numbers very fast. If drain flies are discovered found existing in ones Spokane house, it is vital that one
take actions to eliminate them right away.

What are Drain Flies
Essentially a gnat, the drain fly has to do with 1/16 inch long which
has a tan or light gray body and lighter-colored wings. Drain flies,
likewise called moth flies, possess a fuzzy appearance simply
because both body and wings are covered within lengthy hairs.
Drain flies never sting or bite, however, they do have the capability
to transfer diseases to people. Bronchial asthma can be
heightened by the presence of drain flies in significant numbers.

Where Can One Find Drain Flies?
Drain flies can exist virtually anywhere, however they thrive as
long if there exists is wetness. Places where water has actually
stayed stagnant for over one week is the ideal place for those
gnats to congregate. Drain flies will commonly dwell in locations that produce an ample quantity of great goo and
slime, for example bathtubs, drains, and seldomly made use of toilets, moist garages and basements, and between
restroom walls and tiles. Drain flies likewise breed and grow around air conditioners, specifically the draining
location. As they prey on natural issue and sewage, they can likewise be found near compost stacks. Drain flies can
reproduce outside the house, and get in via windows, doors, or other openings looking for food and a location to
occupy.

Getting Rid of Drain Flies
To rid your residence of drain flies, you should go straight to the origin. Initially, determine the breeding grounds of
the drain flies that can be both indoors and outside the home. It is difficult to locate the drain fly larvae and eggs
because of their small size, so it’s wise to clean the areas of the home wherever one has discovered stagnant water
and slime.
As soon as you have actually established the drains and possible breeding grounds, you need to clean them up with
Drain Gel, or a comparable type product. Drain Gel is safe for all kinds of plumbing, and is non-toxic and noncaustic. It is specifically designed to deal with accumulation of natural matter in garbage disposals and sink drains
where drain flies hide and reproduce. It works by clinging to the inside of pipes and drains, and will ongoing working
for hours after it is used inside of fading away. When the natural product is removed, the issue is resolved, other
than for the grownup flies. The adults will live for approximately 20 days more. However, considering that they now
have no location to lay eggs, the drain fly issue will disappear when these grownups die.
According to Orkin,
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All the liquid drain cleaner in the world will not solve the problem, you’ve got to physically remove the
material causing the clog. Once the material is removed (along with the larvae) the problem is solved,
except for the adult flies. They will live about 20 days, but since they will have no place to lay eggs,
the problem will disappear when they die. http://www.orkin.com/flies/drain-fly/

The Best Ways to Keep Drain Flies From Returning
The Department of Entomology at Penn State College of Agricultural Sciences says to, “cleaning sinks, drain pipes,
and traps with a stiff wire brush or by steam.”
To make sure that drain flies do not go back to your household, right here are a couple of recommendations to
consider:
Make certain that no stagnant water is kept in the kitchen, fridge, or beneath the dishwasher. The primary breeding
location of the drain fly is stagnant water.
Use hot water and bleach to routinely clean the floor. This will avoid drain fly breeding.
Enable proper ventilation to all areas in yothe ur residence. Do not enable standing water in the restroom or other
area where it is routinely made use of. Staying clear of wetness can effectively clear the house of the drain fly
problem.
Frequently check that the drains are functioning effectively. Ensure that all drains are always clog-free and clean.
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